Figure 1. PRISMA-style flow diagram

Study reports on TAG Specialised Register (n = 13,902) → Duplicates excluded (n = 245)

Unique study reports on TAG Specialised Register after duplicates removed (n = 13,657)

Unique TAG Specialised Register study reports found in MAG (n = 11,249) [82.4%]

Unique TAG Specialised Register study reports not found in MAG (n = 2,408) [17.6%]

- Conference proceeding (n = 1,342)
- Trial registry record (n = 567)
- Dissertation or dissertation abstract; or other grey literature (n = 158)
- Host journal not indexed in MAG (n = 141)
- Other factor(s) (n = 200)

Included study reports in ≥1 TAG review(s) (n = 4,734) [86.1%]

Included study reports in ≥1 TAG review(s) (n = 764) [13.9%]

Included studies in ≥1 TAG review(s) (n = 5,067) [94.0%]

Included studies in ≥1 TAG review(s) (n = 326) [6.0%]